Demonstration of a quick process to achieve buried heterostructure quantum cascade laser leading to high power and wall plug efficiency
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Abstract. Together with the optimal basic design, buried heterostructure quantum cascade laser (BH-QCL) with semi-insulating regrowth offers a unique possibility to achieve an effective thermal dissipation and lateral single mode. We demonstrate here the realization of BH-QCLs with a single-step regrowth of highly resistive (>\(1 \times 10^8\) ohm · cm) semi-insulating InP:Fe in <45 min for the first time in a flexible hydride vapor phase epitaxy process for burying ridges etched down to 10 to 15 \(\mu\)m depth, both with and without mask overhang. The fabricated BH-QCLs emitting at \(\sim 4.7\) and \(\sim 5.5\) \(\mu\)m were characterized. 2-mm-long 5.5-\(\mu\)m lasers with a ridge width of 17 to 22 \(\mu\)m, regrown with mask overhang, exhibited no leakage current. Large width and high doping in the structure did not permit high current density for continuous wave (CW) operation. 5-mm-long 4.7-\(\mu\)m BH-QCLs of ridge widths varying from 6 to 14 \(\mu\)m regrown without mask overhang, besides being spatially monomode, TM\(_{00}\), exhibited wall plug efficiency (WPE) of ~8 to 9% with an output power of 1.5 to 2.5 W at room temperature and under CW operation. Thus, we demonstrate a quick, flexible, and single-step regrowth process with good planarization for realizing buried QCLs leading to monomode, high power, and high WPE.
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1 Introduction

Quantum cascade lasers (QCL) emerging from the physical concepts of the amplification of electromagnetic waves in a semiconductor superlattice1 was first demonstrated by Faist and coworkers.2 It is now shown to cover a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum from near-infrared to mid-infrared.3,4 In virtue of such a wide coverage of wavelengths, QCLs have become attractive sources for spectroscopy, medical and biosensing, remote gas sensing, free-space communication, and applications in defense security countermeasures. Several of these application areas necessitate high power, good beam quality, efficient thermal dissipation, and high wall plug efficiency (WPE). Together with the optimal basic design, buried heterostructure QCL (BH-QCL) with semi-insulating regrowth offers a unique possibility to achieve an effective thermal dissipation and lateral single mode, which help to achieve the above expected performance. The first BH-QCL was realized by Beck et al. using unintentionally doped InP (Ref. 5) by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Several advantages of BH-QCL have also been enumerated by Beck et al.6 in their report of the first continuous wave (CW) operation of BH-QCL. Later, several investigators have demonstrated BH-QCLs by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE)7–9 and gas source MBE (Refs. 10 and 11) using semi-insulating Fe-doped InP (SI-InP:Fe), which is already an established method in the fabrication of telecom lasers. So far, hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) has not been used to fabricate BH-QCLs using SI-InP:Fe. In view of the near-equilibrium nature of the process of HVPE, a small change in supersaturation (or a small change of chemical potentials between the reactants and the products) results in a high growth rate. Hence, its growth rate is often one order of magnitude higher than that of the nonequilibrium processes such as MOVPE and MBE. In addition, its planarization ability, total selectivity during the growth on patterned (planar or nonplanar) surfaces, nonappearance of “rabbit ears”12 near the ridge (or mesa) edge, flexibility in growing around [110] and [−110] oriented ridges, both with or without mask overhang, and insensitivity to the profile of the etched ridge are its unique features.13 However, due to the same fundamental near-equilibrium nature of HVPE, it can hardly grow quantum structures with monolayer control as MOVPE and MBE can do, since a small perturbation in the supersaturation causes a large variation in thickness. An added and attractive feature of an equilibrium process is the capability of achieving in situ ridge etching and immediate regrowth, which has
been demonstrated for telecom lasers. When the Al-containing layers are etched (as ridge or mesa) and exposed to the atmosphere (prior to regrowth), the risk of immediate oxidation can cause problems for regrowth. To circumvent this problem, a combination of ex situ and in situ etching and immediate regrowth can be employed as has been demonstrated in the realization of BH-vertical cavity surface emitting lasers with GaAs/AlAs Bragg mirrors. This is also applicable for realizing BH-QCLs that contain Al-containing layers in the active region. All of these are attractive, especially for the realization of BH-QCL lasers in a short time. Maintenance of the QCL ridges at the regrowth temperatures for a longer time to realize BH-QCL can cause severe inter well-barrier mixing as has been demonstrated with telecom lasers, leading to the loss of the originally designed laser characteristics. Hetero-cascade and multi-stack QCLs, with several different active regions stacked on top of each other, are used to obtain a broad composite gain or increase peak power output. Such structures have thick etch ridges, which put a severe demand on carrying out regrowth around very deeply etched (>10 μm) ridges in a short time. In addition, in the future, advanced photonic integration with QCLs with arrayed waveguide gratings and detectors will be emerging and we foresee that HVPE is very useful as it has been demonstrated vital for the realization of photonic integrated chips. As QCLs have reached the point of low enough barriers to enable BH-QCLs,19,20 with several different active regions stacked on top of each other, are used to obtain a broad composite gain or increase peak power output. Such structures have thick etch ridges, which put a severe demand on carrying out regrowth around very deeply etched (>10 μm) ridges in a short time. In addition, in the future, advanced photonic integration with QCLs with arrayed waveguide gratings and detectors will be emerging and we foresee that HVPE is very useful as it has been demonstrated vital for the realization of photonic integrated chips. As QCLs have reached the point of low enough barriers to enable BH-QCLs, with several different active regions stacked on top of each other, are used to obtain a broad composite gain or increase peak power output. Such structures have thick etch ridges, which put a severe demand on carrying out regrowth around very deeply etched (>10 μm) ridges in a short time. In addition, in the future, advanced photonic integration with QCLs with arrayed waveguide gratings and detectors will be emerging and we foresee that HVPE is very useful as it has been demonstrated vital for the realization of photonic integrated chips.

2 Experimental
All the regrowth was conducted in a single step. This means that the regrowth around the whole QCL structure, including top and bottom cladding layers, was conducted in one step. Afterward, one can process the structure further with metal contacting without any further regrowth. In many of the earlier regrowth works, especially in telecom lasers, it is customary that a semi-insulating regrowth is done around only a partial structure ending with an active layer with/without part of the cladding layer and afterward, the mask is removed and one more regrowth of cladding layer is done, so these involve a two-step regrowth. Such a structure has sometimes been called a flat-buried heterostructure. Of course, although both single-step and double-step regrowth may have certain advantages, our work with single-step regrowth reduces to one processing step and the results presented are based on single-step regrowth only. Two basic sets of quantum cascade lasers, grown by MBE, were taken into consideration. The first set emitting at 5.5 μm with a bound-to-continuum design reproduced from Blaser et al. was primarily meant to test the regrowth feasibility in terms of planarization with wet-etched ridges with overhang. The ridges were defined by photolithography using a 500-nm-thick SiO2 hard mask, opened using a CF4/Ar plasma etch. The ridges themselves were etched in a solution of HBr:HC1:H2O2:H2O = 20:10:2:100. For an etch depth of 8 to 9 μm, the expected undercut is ~3 μm on each side. After processing, these lasers were mounted epi-up and characterized. The 2-mm-long chips contained ridges with a width ranging from 17 to 22 μm.

The second set contained lasers emitting at 4.7 μm. The structure of the laser is as described in Ref. 25. These were processed so as to analyze the advantage of BH design in terms of thermal dissipation. Identical lasers were processed in two configurations, one in ridge-only variation, where the ridges were covered with SiO2, and the other with a BH variation involving semi-insulating regrowth. These are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The ridges of width 4 to 14 μm were etched with inductively coupled plasma etching using SiO2 as the mask. The ridge-only variation was further processed with a coating of SiO2 as shown in Fig. 1(a). The BH structure was realized in a low-pressure HVPE reactor with semi-insulating InP:Fe regrowth at a growth temperature of 600°C. The reactor pressure was maintained at 20 mbar and total gas flow in the reactor was 900 sccm. The V to III ratio, [PH3]/[InCl], was 10. The growth time was adjusted depending on the etched ridge depth, <45 min in all experiments. The size of the samples loaded into the reactor each time varied from one to four quarters of a 2-in. wafer to one full 2-in. wafer. The processed lasers were cleaved, high reflective (HR)-coated, and characterized. HR coating is done by ion-assisted deposition in a DENTON facility of SiO2 followed by a Ti/Au layer, which provides the optical feedback. Standard characterization is made on a temperature-stabilized bench with a Peltier cooler. The mounting was done epi-side down on an AlN submount using gold tin soldering. The second contact is taken from the back side since the substrate is conductive and wire bonded.

3 Results and Discussions
3.1 5.5-μm QCL
In case of the first set of samples, regrowth of InP:Fe was conducted on a wet-etched ridge with a depth of 9 μm and a mask overhang of ~3 μm on each side. A complete planarization was obtained with only 13 min of regrowth time. The regrowth profile is shown in Fig. 2.

The 3-mm-long chips with 17.5-μm-wide ridges after regrowth were mounted epi-side up on a copper heat-sink.
temperature controlled at 20°C with a Peltier cooler. These were operated in pulsed mode at 5% duty cycle and 20 kHz repetition rate. Figure 3 is the I-V-L curve of these chips.

We observe that the regrown interface is seamless and the planarization ability is remarkable. The I-V curves measured under pulsed conditions with a duty cycle up to 20% indicate that there is no leakage. The reason why continuous wave operation is not reached may be attributed to the too large width of the ridges as well as high doping in the structure as can be inferred from the maximum current density of 4 kA/cm².

3.2 4.7-μm QCL

The cross-sectional view of the BH-QCL fabricated from an 8-μm-deep etched ridge is shown in Fig. 4. We also conducted, in a separate experiment, regrowth around a μ-striped QCL (Ref. 26) (not treated here), shown in Fig. 5. It is clearly seen that our regrowth process with a clean regrown interface yields good planarization without any rabbit ear formation. We would like to point out that the realization of total planarization across the entire sample depends upon the ridge etch depths and the distance between them, but is largely insensitive to the sample size. When the etched ridges are deep and the distances between them are large, sufficient planarization near the mesa to enable adequate metal contact on the ridge in the subsequent process can be achieved in a relatively short time, e.g., 20 min as in the case of regrowth in Fig. 4. As we have conducted numerous experiments with varying depths of etched ridges, it is possible to summarize the InP:Fe regrowth time as a function of etched ridge depth, as shown in Fig. 6. The data points in Fig. 6 are a collection from several regrowth runs on etched QCL ridges of different widths, separations, and even basic structures. Even though it may suffer from a certain consistency, we believe that these are qualitatively informative for the rapidity of the regrowth process.

It is clear from this figure that the regrowth of InP:Fe around a 14-μm-deep ridge can be done in <40 min. This quick regrowth time is particularly interesting to minimize the risk for the unwanted intermixing of well and barrier as described earlier by Glew et al. for telecom lasers.16 These authors investigated the blue shift caused by the intermixing of wells and barriers at temperatures ranging from 550 to 750°C for varying durations of up to 120 min. They concluded that the blue shift of the investigated telecom laser is a power function of time and an exponential function of temperature. Although no similar annealing results on QCLs are available in the literature, intermixing phenomena in QCLs are likely to result in changes in the designed operation wavelength and in performance. The I-V-L curves for three BH-QCLs resulting from 10-μm-wide and 6.5-μm-deep ridge are shown in Fig. 7. The figure shows reproducible behaviors from laser to laser. Lasers of the same...
dimensions were studied in this investigation. A parametric study of the laser performances versus the geometrical parameters of the laser could give more insight into the performances of the processed wafer for other dimensions. However, in this study, it was not feasible due to the amount of material that was processed. In the new study, we plan to perform such an analysis. Figure 8 depicts the far-field pattern of three lasers of 6, 12, and 14 μm ridge width and operating in a continuous wave at room temperature with 1.5, 2, and 2.1 A current levels, respectively. The far-field pattern for all lasers maintain a single Gaussian line profile, indicating a spatially monomode (TM\textsubscript{00}) behavior.

We also analyzed the maximum output power and WPE for all the lasers characterized. This is summarized in Table 1. All these were computed for one facet only.

All the characterized lasers were 5 mm long and HR-coated. High values of output power and WPE for the lasers suggest that the heat dissipation is very well facilitated due to the realization of the BH configuration. Although good, these results are not on par with those obtained by Bai et al,\textsuperscript{8} with regard to WPE. A few differences explain the discrepancy in terms of power and WPE. First of all, the number of periods in the structure is not the same, 30 periods versus 50 periods. The second difference comes from the mounting of the device, which implies that the thermal management of the chip is not as efficient and optimal in our case with respect to the one in Ref. 8. The last difference is the doping level, which is always different from one growth machine to another machine. This last variation will change the optimum length and width of the device for optimum power. The parametric study of the laser parameters versus efficiency could not be performed and the geometrical parameters of the chip are not optimum, whereas these have been optimized in the above-mentioned work. All those differences explain the differences in power and efficiency in the final device.

Although the total power does not give insight into the efficiency of the lasers, this power value is very important since certain applications of these lasers usually require certain power, whatever may be the WPE. The important result here is that we have shown a single laser of 2.4 W output power in CW at room temperature with a far field in TM\textsubscript{00} and no beam steering. Hence, our results are particularly interesting for useful applications.
Finally, we compare the BH-QCLs [Fig. 1(a)] with ridge-alone QCLs [Fig. 1(b)] in terms of maximum output power at 10°C for different ridge widths. The results are shown in Fig. 9. Waveguide losses in this series could not be estimated by measuring the performance at different lengths due to the lack of enough material.

Note that the ridge-alone QCLs were HR-coated, but not the BH-QCLs. In spite of that, the BH-QCLs exhibit more than twice as much power as the ridge-alone QCL. It is known that thermal dissipation is anisotropic in the QCLs and the in-plane versus cross-plane ratio is typically around 2.5; higher in-plane conductivity is explained to be due to the bulk-like dispersion of phonons, whereas cross-plane dissipation is more complex in terms of phonon dispersion and can suffer largely from phonon reflections at the interfaces. 27,28 It can even be expected that the lateral heat dissipation in a buried heterostructure can be reduced if the regrown interface is not seamless since it might also involve certain amount of phonon scattering. Thus, we have demonstrated that BH-QCL with a clean regrown interface is an effective way of gaining thermal benefits.

4 Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated a quick process to achieve BH-QCL, leading to high power and WPE. For this, we employed a hydride vapor phase epitaxy. With a single-step regrowth of highly resistive (>1 × 10^8 ohm · cm) semi-insulating InP:Fe in <45 min, BH-QCLs can be realized with buring ridges etched down to a 10- to 15-μm depth. In addition, it has been shown that the current process is largely insensitive to the ridge profile and mask overhang and does not lead to rabbit ear growth near the ridge. HR-coated lasers emitting at ~5.5 and 4.7 μm were characterized. The ridge width was very large in the former case and, hence, these were subjected to only pulsed operation. Both of them showed no leakage even at high currents. The latter were analyzed in depth with CW operation. Very reproducible results were obtained with the 5-mm-long lasers of ridge widths varying from 4 to 14 μm. Besides being spatially monomode, TM_{00}, all the characterized lasers exhibited a WPE of ~8 to 9% with an output power of 1.5 to 2.5 W at room temperature and under CW operation. The performance can be further improved by using a material with a higher thermal conductivity for the submount, such as copper or diamond, and by employing facet coating. BH-QCLs were also compared with the ridge-alone QCLs and the former outperform the latter in their output power even though the latter were HR-coated and the former were only as-cleaved. Thus, the HVPE process is extremely suitable for mass production of high-performance QCLs.
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